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10 Years and Under 

 

The Flying Lesson 

Bill Condon 

 

The temperature is taken, 

The wind is measured twice. 

I beg them for a parachute, 

But they just give advice: 

My father says to flap my wings, 

My mother says to glide. 

My granny says to find a cloud 

And try to hitch a ride. 

They push me off the tallest tree – 

My wings refuse to flap. 

No cloud to ride, I cannot glide – 

I land in granny’s lap. 

I am a baby blackbird, 

Whose face is awful red. 

I’d like to swoop and loop the loop, 

But I just crash instead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12 Years and Under 

Please Don't Call Me A Koala Bear  

Don Spencer 
 
I'm a koala not a bear  
And I don't think it's fair  
The way that people always add a word that isn't there  
I'm a marsupial and proud of it  
And there can be no doubt of it  
I'm closer to a kangaroo than I am to a bear  
 
So please don’t call me a koala bear  
Coz I'm not a bear at all  
Please don't call me a koala bear  
It's driving me up the wall  
If your name was Tom  
And everyone called you Dick  
Perhaps you'd understand why I'm sick, sick, sick  
I'm simply a koala  
And I want the name to stick  
So please don't call me a koala bear  
 
I live here in Australia  
In a eucalyptus tree  
I'm as cuddly, cute and charming  
as an animal can be  
I don't understand fair dinkum  
How anyone could think them  
Grizzly bears and polar bears  
Are anything like me  
 
So please don’t call me a koala bear  
Coz I'm not a bear at all  
Please don't call me a koala bear  
It's driving me up the wall  
If your name was Tom  
And everyone called you Dick  
Perhaps you'd understand why I'm sick, sick, sick  
I'm simply a koala  
And I want the name to stick  
So please don't call me a koala bear 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



14 Years and Under 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



16 Years and Under 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Open Age 

The Way of Words and Language 
Elizabeth Jennings 

 
When you are lost 
Even near home, when you feel 
The tide turning, a strange sea under you 
And you are a pale, rubbed pebble, a sea ghost, 

 
When you have lost 
All the highways and every dimming sign-post 
And the sea is far away and the moon hidden 
And your watch has stopped and you have no compass 
And feel to yourself like a ghost, 

 
All this later will seem your best 
Time for there will be future and memory and the tossed 
Tide. Morning will come up and you will open your eyes 
And see in the mirror a ghost. 

 
But day will take you and the dawn uncover 
The ribbed sand foot by foot and the first light 
Will stretch over the grey water and you will know 
It is no longer night 

 
But still a time of silence and light like a shielded lamp. 
Then you will shake off dreams and recover 
What you know is yourself still but changed 
And the new sun will come up and pass over 
Your hands, your arms, your face and you will discover 
A world that the night has re-arranged. 

 
Let this time be. Let the present stay. Do not 
Look back. Do not look forward. Let thought 
Idle from dream into daylight, and watch, then, the coast 
Climb out to dark, to grey, and then to chalk-white 
Cliffs till the grey sea goes blue 
And then indeed you 

 
Are found and safe at last 
And all your thought will grow 
And you will unreel it, a silk thread, a long- 
Travelling, moving-everywhere line 
And it will gradually, as you relax it, become a song 
And you will not say ’That is mine’. 

 


